VOIspeed UCloud

Introducing the only Cloud telephony solution that allows
you to use any type of line and phone with outstanding
services designed to raise productivity in your business.

VOIspeed UCloud
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VOIspeed UCloud is our cloud based telephony platform offering exceptional communication solutions to business
customers. Entirely developed in-house, following years of R&D investment, this advanced technology is based on an
innovative peer-to-peer architecture specifically designed for the cloud. In more detail, the platform is composed of multiple
independent processes running in a virtualised environment guaranteeing stability, redundancy and disaster recovery.
The UCloud structure enables all the telephone devices to talk to each other independently, using a proprietary peer to peer
protocol that guarantees coherence throughout the whole phone system and its real-time status. The result is an extremely
functioning system where all elements are linked together in a robust and highly available architecture.
Producing this revolutionary design has required a profound change to the telephone system that is now organised in two
core services (In.Ge. and Ser.I.). The first (In.Ge.) manages the interface between the central database and multiple,
geographically distributed, installations. The second (Ser.I.) looks after the interface between each single Cloud Phone
System and its User Interfaces (UI), providing the development environment and API for third-party system integrators.
Core to this innovative architecture in UCloud you will find two amazing proprietary technologies:
•
TSComm Atom Technology
•
TSComm Maestro Technology.

TSComm Atom Technology
Proprietary Cloud technology running in
UK data centres

TSComm

Atom
At the core of UCloud is Atom: a proprietary technology that offers increased level of failover and smooth disaster recovery.
Each individual service is treated separately from the other and geographically located in different UK based data centres using
leading UK carriers. At the same time, a central ‘brain’ coordinates the activities between these units distributed across our
nationwide architecture.
Atom technology guarantees exceptional performance in terms of redundancy without compromising with the user’s
experience. Thanks to Atom our solution combines the benefits of the cloud (e.g. scalability, redundancy and flexibility) with the
reliability of more traditional solutions.

TSComm Maestro Technology
Enhanced audio quality with the benefits of the Cloud

Maestro
Maestro is a proprietary technology developed by TeamSytem Communication that delivers an exceptional voice quality
experience compared to traditional VoIP systems. Thanks to a peer-to-peer engine, when voice or video communication is
established between two phones, traffic is only routed between the devices, without passing through the cloud phone
system. In this way, the distance between the two communication points is minimised with obvious advantages in terms of
voice quality due to possible bandwidth bottlenecks along the route. The phone system, like an Orchestra Conductor, is
only responsible for controlling the signalling between the devices and not the data traffic, which results in more efficient
use of bandwidth. Thanks to this superb architecture, VOIspeed is the only cloud technology in the world that can also
work with traditional analogue and ISDN lines.
The benefits to the end users are:
Enhanced voice quality
Maintaining existing phone lines, should contractual ties be in place
No need to transfer numbers, install new lines or change broadband
Scalability and flexibility
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VOIspeed UCloud
An ecosystem of services and technologies

Features
Telephone services

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TSComm Maestro Technology
TSComm Atom Technology
Connecting analogue and ISDN lines
Multi-level auto-responder
Advanced routing towards hunt groups
Voicemail to mail
Detailed call reporting and call-log
Call recording on specific phone numbers and user
Central phone directory
Connection between multiple sites

User Interface (UI)

•
•
•

Multi-device, running on Windows/iOS/Androrid/Mac OS
Feature-rich speed buttons
Shared and personal phone directory, with favourites User /
group chat

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

File transfer
Conference calling
Customisable user icons
Drag & Drop
Call recording
Voicemail
Management admin options
APP for smartphones/tablets

INTEGRATION

•
•
•

Integration with auto-responder (IVR)
Integration with 3rd party software
TeamSystem software applications (e.g. Reviso, Tustena
Polyedro)

•
•

System Status Notification
MS Outlook integration

UI UCloud
Smartphones, tablets and computers

User Interface (UI)
Control a desk-phone or mobile using a tablet, Win/Apple computer or smartphone. See who is online, send a text message,
make a phone call, join a conference or listen to voicemails. Managers can access reports, statistics, recordings and even
intrude a call to train a new employee.

APP UCloud
Your smartphone becomes your office extension

APP
Thanks to the VOIspeed APP, which runs on multiple platforms, the smartphone becomes an office phone. Call business
contacts, message colleagues or transfer calls using a smartphone, always on the move. Also, outbound calls will display the
office number rather than the mobile number, ensuring all contacts remain safely within the business and, if required, clients will
call back the main office number.
Simple to use and yet packed with services for advanced business communication, VOIspeed APP empowers a mobile phone
guaranteeing connectivity also when there is no WiFi and only GSM is available (i.e. rural locations).

Integration and API
Increase productivity while using existing software

INTEGRATION AND API
Integration means enabling the company’s main software tools to exchange information with the telephone system with the
objective of increasing productivity. Sales reports and call statistics can be imported into your CRM or management software
and important details about the contact can be displayed when a new call arrives.
VOIspeed UCloud provides an API that allows for easy integration with 3rd party software thanks to software tools that are
extremely flexible and ready to use. In this way, the user can retain the same software tools established in the business,
increasing productivity while reducing downtime, and avoiding an IT overhaul within the office.
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